The Pathology of Medullary Carcinoma of the Thyroid: Review of the Literature and Personal Experience on 62 Cases.
The aim of the present review is to analyze the numerous pathological patterns of medullary carcinoma of the thyroid (MCT) and discuss the problems of differential diagnosis with other thyroid and nonthyroid tumors. In addition, morphological parameters and phenotypic features were related to the clinical outcome. The recent literature was reviewed and compared with the features of 62 MCTs observed at our institution. The most common patterns of growth are trabecular, alveolar and spindle cells, but MCT can mimic virtually all other primary thyroid tumors and some nonthyroid neoplasms. This heterogeneity has no proven implications for prognosis, but is of relevance for diagnostic purposes, as the differential diagnosis of MCT can be difficult in nonclassical cases. In agreement also with the literature data, no relationship between histopathological parameters and outcome was found in our series, although clinically aggressive tumors had a more advanced stage at presentation. Immunocytochemica demonstration of calcitonin is apparently the only valid criterion for a correct typing of MCT. Chromogranin A is an additional sensitive marker of MCT and parallels calcitonin expression in the majority of cases.